
Helmets for Paddling 
 
In some sports, such as cycling, there is often debate on the value of helmets but no such 
debate exists in paddling.  In shallow water, in surf, in moving water, in white water, and 
indeed in swimming pools every paddler in the world has at some point in time capsized and 
cracked his or her head on a hard object or surface.  It is just an inevitable fact of paddling life 
and so we all wear helmets when ever such a risk exists.  That is why we always insist on 
them during club nights at Lomond Kayak Club. 
 
Since helmets quickly become an integral part of any paddler’s kit most of us choose to own 
our own and they do make excellent Xmas or birthday presents.  Ownership is driven 
primarily by comfort – club helmets fit everybody reasonably well but fit nobody very well – but 
also by fashion: its good to own a helmet unlike that of anyone else and for teenagers 
especially wearing the “right” helmet is an important part of self image and cool.  
 
So what should we look for in a helmet?  First of all fit.  When properly adjusted with the chin 
strap firmly, but not tightly, fastened you should be able to push up on the peak of the helmet 
and it should not move backwards at all.  It should be snug on all points but not so tight 
around the crown of the head that it causes a headache – sometimes we have to wear them 
all day.  Secondly protection: the helmet design should not only protect forehead, sides and 
top of the head but also wrap down to give good protection to the back of the head and to the 
ears. For the careful parent any kayak helmet should be manufactured to the CE standard 
EN1385:2005. 
 
When you see the selection in a shop or on a website you will note that many are cut so as 
not to protect the ears – especially the more expensive ones. There can be many reasons for 
this (eg I am partially deaf so my helmet is “ears-free” to help me to hear my students better) 
and the decision to buy a helmet that offers less protection at a greater price is best left to 
older paddlers.  For juniors looking to buy their first helmet keep to the design specification 
above.  Also, for anyone who has not yet stopped growing I recommend you never buy a 
helmet from the internet but go to a paddle shop to try them on with an experienced shop 
assistant to help.   
 
Here are some fine entry-level helmets that offer solid all-round protection and look good. 
Lomo Kayak Helmet - £29.99 
Palm AP6000 – around £32.00 
Predator Full Cut – around £34.00 
Pro Tec Classic Full Cut – around £45.00 
Shred Ready Standard Full Cut – around £55.00 
 
 
There are, of course, many many more……….. 
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